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Abstract— The NASA X-15 research airplane was one of
the earliest aircraft to feature an adaptive control scheme,
making its first flight in 1959. The program is largely considered
a success, the one exception being the fatal accident that
occurred on November 15, 1967. The circumstances which
led to the anomalous behavior of the X-15 during that flight
are reproduced using a fully nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom
aircraft model and a detailed model of the original MH-96
adaptive controller. Using the lessons learned from the X-15
program as well as decades of work in the field of stable
adaptive control, a provably correct (PC) adaptive controller is
designed for the X-15. When subjected to the same conditions
that caused the original MH-96 adaptive controller to fail, the
PC adaptive controller is able to recover and complete the
maneuver successfully.

I. INTRODUCTION

Air-breathing hypersonic vehicles are a more effective way

of launching small satellites or other vehicles into low earth

orbit (LEO) than expendable rockets. Over the years, the

high performance missions involving X-15 and X-43A are

instances of ambitious projects that have demonstrated im-

pressive successes. With this type of aircraft, quick response

and global strike capabilities for Air Force missions will be

more practical. A crucial component of such projects is the

controlled articulation of various inputs that allow desired

maneuvers over large flight envelopes. This paper examines

the role of advanced control in the earliest of such missions,

the X-15, flown in the 50s and 60s.

Fig. 1. The USAF X-15 Aircraft in flight.
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Control of air-breathing hypersonic vehicles is a significant

challenge that occurs precisely due to the changes in the

aircraft dynamics as the maneuver takes them over large

flight envelopes. The X-15 research airplane was one of the

earliest aircraft to feature an adaptive control scheme, where

certain parameters were adjusted in order to enforce uniform

performance of the aircraft throughout flight envelope. Pre-

liminary design work for the X-15 started in 1955 and the

program recorded nearly 200 successful flights from 1959-

1968. The program is largely considered a success, the one

exception being the fatal accident that occurred on November

15, 1967. According to [1], events that lead to the accident

can be described as follows. Shortly after the aircraft reached

its peak altitude, it began a sharp descent; the aircraft had

entered a Mach 5 spin. The pilot was able to recover from

the spin, but the adaptive controller was unable to reduce the

pitch angle and consequently the aircraft continued to dive.

Encountering rapidly increasing dynamic pressures, the X-15

broke apart about 65,000 feet above sea level.

Fig. 2. The site of the 1967 crash.

The years 1970 to the present have witnessed the genesis

and development of formal methodologies for adaptive con-

trol systems, focusing on the design and analysis methods

for systems with parametric uncertainties. While the field

began with the motivation of developing advanced controllers

that can generate improved performance, the sobering lessons

of tradeoffs between stability and performance of feedback

control diverted the evolution of the field towards the design,

analysis, and synthesis of stable adaptive systems. With the

history of this field and the efforts of dedicated research over

the past thirty years, we are now at a stage where several

adaptive control methods are in vogue that can be used for

the control of linear and nonlinear dynamic systems with

parametric and dynamic uncertainties [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
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Keeping in mind the lessons learned from the X-15

and numerous other programs [7], we pose the following

question: what if we were to design the flight control system

for the X-15 today? To answer this question, we present a

dissection of the X-15 aircraft dynamics and the Minneapolis

Honeywell MH-96 adaptive controller in an effort to better

understand how the sequence of events and the interplay

between the controller and the aircraft dynamics led to the

instability and the eventual crash. We follow it with a depic-

tion of a provably correct (PC) adaptive control architecture

that answers the question of what if the task of designing

the adaptive controller for the X-15 were to be presented

today and what results would accrue if some of the stable

adaptive control principles outlined in the literature were to

be adopted. As the readers may guess, indeed it is shown in

this paper that had the X-15 controllers been implemented

today, all of the 200 flights, without a single exception, would

have been performed safely, without incident.

In order to evaluate the MH-96 and the PC adaptive

controllers, a fully nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom aircraft

model is formulated using suitable aerodynamic data from a

variety of sources. A model of the MH-96 adaptive controller

was synthesized based on the descriptions in [8], [9], [10],

[11]. These are presented in Section II. The PC adaptive

controller based on theory [12] explicitly takes into account

the structure of the aircraft dynamics, and assumes that

the parameters of the system are unknown, that the flight

envelope encompasses multiple trim points, and that the

requisite actuators can be driven into saturation by virtue

of its high performance goals [2]. These are described in

Section III.

II. THE MH-96 ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER AND

THE 1967 INCIDENT

The Minneapolis Honeywell MH-96 ”self-adaptive” con-

troller, originally developed for the X-20 Dyna-Soar, was

found to be particularly suitable for the X-15 [1]. The

design intent was to achieve high performance throughout

the flight envelope. Towards that end, it was observed that

rapid changes in the forward-loop gain would be required,

and that the controller gains needed to be near their critical

values at all times, thereby necessitating a control design

which constantly adjusted these gains. To accomplish this,

the system output was monitored in the frequency range at

which instability was expected to occur. When the signs of

instability became apparent, the gains were reduced to main-

tain stability. When no instability was observed the gains

were increased. In this manner, the gains were kept as high

as possible while maintaining system stability throughout the

entire flight envelope.

Three different hypersonic planes, the X-15-1, X-15-2, and

X-15-3, were flown as a part of the NASA X-15 program

[1]. Only X-15-3 was equipped with the MH-96 adaptive

controller. Pilot ratings for the X-15-3 were generally equal

to or higher than those of the X-15-1 and 2, which both

employed a standard fixed gain stability augmentation system

(SAS). This was especially noticeable during the re-entry

phase, when changes in the flight condition were most

dramatic [8]. In addition to the performance advantages, the

adaptive controller required no external gain scheduling and

therefore could be designed and implemented quickly and

efficiently. For mainly these reasons the MH-96 was flown

extensively with great success.

A. Modeling the X-15

In this section, we describe the aircraft model of the X-15,

a model of the MH-96 adaptive controller, and the overall

control loop architecture. Using this closed-loop system, we

present sufficient conditions that may have led to the crash.

The X-15 dynamics are modeled using five subsystems:

Equations of Motion, Aerodynamics, Actuator Dynamics,

Actuator Saturation, and Sensor Dynamics. The overall

control architecture includes inner-loop and outer-loop con-

trollers, with the outer-loop intended for the slow states such

as altitude and speed, and the inner-loop for the fast states

that evolve according to the aircraft longitudinal and lateral

dynamics. Each of these subsystems is described in more

detail below.

1) Conservation Equations: The standard conservation

equations assuming a flat earth, which can be found in any

introductory aircraft text [13].

2) Aerodynamics: The aerodynamics of the X-15 were

built up using a component approach which separates each

force and moment into a linear combination of individual

states and control surface deflections [13]. The coefficients

of the linear combinations, the so-called non-dimensional

derivatives, vary substantially with the angle-of-attack α

as well as with the Mach number M as the X-15 moves

through its flight envelope. A more detailed discussion of

this approach can be found in [14]. These non-dimensional

derivatives along with the standard conservation equations

completely describe the open-loop dynamics of the X-15.

3) Actuators and Sensors: The X-15 had four control

inputs in total: δth, which generates thrust through an XLR-

99 rocket engine; δf1
, and δf2

, the combined pitch/roll

control surfaces on each wing; and δr, a large ventral rudder.

The control input deflections were actuated by irreversible

hydraulic systems. The dynamics of these actuators can

be modeled as second order oscillators with damping ra-

tio ζ = 0.7 and natural frequency ωn = 90 Hz for the

elevators/ailerons and ωn = 70 Hz for the rudder. The

actuator saturation limits were taken to be ±30◦ for both

the elevator/ailerons and the rudder.

The aircraft’s angular rates p, q, and r were measured by

rate gyroscopes, however the dynamics of these sensors were

neglected for this simulation.

4) The Feedback Controller: The control architecture, as

mentioned previously, is composed of two feedback loops,

with the outer-loop for the slower states, and the inner-

loop for the faster ones. The outer-loop is simply a PID

controller, and ensures that the altitude and speed follow

the commanded signals closely. The inner loop controller

is a reconstruction of the MH-96 adaptive controller [8], [9],
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[10], [11] and it has a more complex structure, with three

individual loops for each of the pitch, roll, and yaw axes.

As opposed to the standard fixed gain augmentation sys-

tems used previously, the MH-96 controller augmented the

pilot’s inputs with an adaptive control input. This adaptive

input was found by feeding the error between the measured

and the desired angular rates through a variable gain and

a servo loop which essentially acts as a high pass filter. In

this manner, the angular rates are made to follow the desired

rates. Furthermore, the variable gain is adjusted aggressively

over the course of the maneuver so that it stays as high

as possible while maintaining stability. This ensures high

performance over the entire flight envelope.

The MH-96’s model of the X-15, or the desired aircraft

dynamics are given by a first order lag with time constants

τm = 0.5 in the pitch axis and τm = 0.33 in the roll axis

[8]. The error between the desired angular rates (e.g. qm) and

the measured rates (q) is fed back through a variable gain (in

this case kq). As opposed to extensive external scheduling

of these gains, the MH-96 utilized an adaptive algorithm

to make changes to the gains online, via a gain computer.

The gain changes are initiated based on the amplitude of

the control output at frequencies where system instability

may occur. Since the dominant frequencies of interest were

observed to be around 0.5 Hz, the controller output δad is

passed through a bandpass filter centered at that frequency.

The resulting signal is then rectified and compared to a

constant set-point kset. The gain computer input y is thus

y = |Gf (s)δad| − kset (1)

where kset is the threshold between acceptable and unac-

ceptable oscillations. The resulting controller matched the

behavior of the MH-96 as reported in the literature [14].

The outer loop controller, on the other hand, is designed

to operate on a much slower time-scale than the inner loop

controller. The inputs to this controller are u = [Vt h]T as

well as the commanded trajectory as a function of time

ucmd(t) = [Vcmd(t) hcmd(t)]
T (2)

The commanded trajectory was extracted from the literature

as an example of a typical high altitude mission [15]. The

output of the outer loop control is the reference signal δc =
[δth δe]

T which consists of thrust and elevator commands.

The controller is a PID (with approximate derivative) control

on the error between the actual and the commanded values.

The gains for both the speed and altitude loops are selected

using the Ziegler-Nichols ultimate sensitivity method [16].

This loop is meant to simulate the corrective action of the

pilot which keeps the aircraft traveling along the planned

trajectory.

B. The 1967 Incident

With the reconstruction of the overall X-15 dynamics and

the MH-96 controller implemented in the test flights, we now

investigate the accident itself and a possible explanation for

how the sequence of events transpired.

While flight recorded data from the actual crash is not

available, much of the information can be reconstructed from

the transcript of communication between the pilot and ground

control [1]. With this reconstruction, the order of the events

that occurred was as follows:

(1) 85,000 ft: Electrical Disturbance slightly degrades con-

trol, pilot switches to backups.

(2) Planned wing-rocking procedure was excessive.

(3) X-15 began slow drift in heading.

(4) 266,000 ft: Peak Altitude — drift in heading pauses

with airplane yawed 15◦ to the right.

(5) Drift continues, plane begins descending at right angles

to the flight path.

(6) X-15 enters a Mach 5 spin.

(7) 118,000 ft: Pilot recovers from the spin, enters inverted

Mach 4.7 dive.

(8) MH-96 begins limit cycle oscillation, prevents any

further recovery techniques.

(9) X-15 experiences 15-g vertically, 8-g laterally — air-

craft breaks apart.

The X-15 open-loop dynamics, the multi-loop control

architecture described in Section II-A.4, together with MH-

96 adaptive controller were simulated to represent the overall

flight control system and the flight dynamics. In addition

to these parameters, the X-15 aerodynamics block utilizes

a lookup table for each of the non-dimensional coefficients

with axes in Mach number, M and angle-of-attack α. The

data for these tables was extracted from various sources:

flight recorded data [17], [18], [19], wind tunnel measure-

ments [19], [20], [21], and theoretical calculations [19], [21].
The tracking performance obtained under nominal condi-

tions is satisfactory–the altitude error is generally less than

1% of the maximum altitude achieved. The speed error is

generally less than 3% of the maximum speed.
We now introduce the effect of an electrical disturbance,

described in Event (1), as an 80% loss of controller effec-

tiveness on the right elevator/aileron at t = 80 s. The first

indication of an instability is a steady drift in heading angle

ψ, as in Event (3), which can be attributed to the asymmetry

of the control failure. In Figure 3(a), we can see this drift

is initiated at the onset of the disturbance, and that the

drift oscillates around 15◦ for a period between t = 120 s

and t = 200 s as described in Event (4). Examination of

the aircraft states reveals additional similarities between the

simulation and Events (1)-(9). In Figure 4, the X-15 makes a

dramatic departure from the commanded trajectory as it nears

its peak altitude as described by Event (5). The simulation is

stopped at t = 385 s when the altitude reaches 0 ft; however,

the accuracy of the model most likely breaks down earlier,

perhaps soon after the dive is initiated at a time between

t = 250 s and t = 300 s. Figure 3(b) shows that this dive

is indeed a spin, corresponding to Event (6). We can also

observe limit cycle behavior in the adaptive gain system,

Event (8), which does indeed prevent the adaptive controller

from reducing its pitch.
It is important to note that some of the events reported

in [1] were not reproducible. For example, the planned
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Fig. 3. X-15 heading angle ψ and roll rate r. In (a), we can see the slow
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Fig. 4. Flight Path of the X-15 and MH-96 adaptive controller.

wing-rocking maneuver in Event (2) was not excessive in

our simulation. In Figure 3(b), it can be seen that the

aircraft is unable to recover from the spin as described in

Event (7). This is most likely due to the fact that the pilot

employed spin-recovery techniques which are outside the

scope and capability of our controller. With the exception

of these differences, the remaining events of the crash were

all observed in our studies as well.

The summary of the above study is this: a sudden change

in the actuator characteristics (which could have been caused

by the electrical disturbance) simulated as an 80% loss

in control effectiveness causes a significant change in the

aircraft dynamics, this in turn causes the dynamics to de-

part significantly from those represented in the model and

therefore in the control design. As a result the control

gain choices, despite the flexibility provided by the adaptive

feature, are inadequate, causing the overall control system to

be unable to recover from the onset of instability leading up

to the crash.

III. PROVABLY CORRECT ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The last four decades have been a witness not only to

the evolution of adaptive control theory but also the field of

control theory as a whole. Notions of state, controllability,

observability, stability, robustness, and uncertainty manage-

ment have been studied in depth and breadth and applied to

the control of complex dynamic systems in several problems.

Several methods of control synthesis are currently available

that are capable of accommodating the specific nature of

the dynamics in a given problem. In this section, we utilize

appropriate tools of control synthesis in general and adaptive

control in particular to control the X-15 dynamics. Towards

this end, the MH-96 inner-loop controller is replaced with

an adaptive controller. The overall block diagram of the PC

adaptive controller is shown in Figure ??, which includes an

integral controller, an outer-loop controller to compensate

for the slow states of the Mach number and altitude, and

an inner-loop adaptive controller to compensate for the fast

states. In Section III-A, the latter discussed in more detail.

A. The Modern Inner-loop Adaptive Controller Design

In contrast to the inner-loop controller discussed in Sec-

tion II-A.4, the PC adaptive controller is based on theory,

accommodates coupling between different states, actuator

saturation, and multiple parametric uncertainties, includes the

measurement of more longitudinal and lateral states, integral

action, baseline control action, and on-line adjustment of

several parameters. The procedure for the design of both

baseline control components and adaptive control compo-

nents are discussed in this section. The crucial advantages

that accrue from this procedure, which include improved

performance and the ability to guarantee stable behavior, are

also discussed here.

1) Baseline Controller: The baseline controller used in

our study is an LQ controller which includes integral action

on the fast aircraft states. A schedule of LQ gain matrices is

designed by linearizing the flight dynamics

Ẋt = fp(Xt, Ut), (3)

at multiple trim points (Xt0i
, Ut0i

) selected so that they

sample the flight regime.

The fast states X = [α β p q r]T and the corre-

sponding control inputs U = [δe δa δr]
T can be extracted

from the full state vector Xt and the full control vector Ut.

This leads to the linearized flight dynamics

ẋp = Api
xp +Bpi

δ + dpi
, (4)

where xp = X −X0i
∈ ℜn, δ = U − U0i

∈ ℜm, and dpi
∈

ℜ is a constant trim disturbance. The baseline controller is

then designed using the state space matrices given by (4).

To overcome the drift in the lateral dynamics due to the trim

disturbance, augmented integral states were added in the roll

rate p and the combined yaw rate/sideslip angle term r− β.

The nominal baseline LQ controller is then designed with

Kxi
, the nominal feedback gain matrix designed for the

dynamics given by (4) and (??) around the ith trim point,
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which minimizes a quadratic cost function. A schedule of

nominal LQ gain matrices is thus constructed for the baseline

controller.

2) Adaptive Controller: The main problem that needs

to be addressed is the accommodation of uncertainties that

occur due to actuator anomalies. These uncertainties are

represented by a combination of two features: a parametric

uncertainty matrix Λ that represents loss of control effective-

ness, and a saturation nonlinearity in the actuator. Both these

effects are incorporated in the linearized dynamics (4) as

ẋp = Api
xp +Bpi

Λsat(δ) + dpi
, (5)

where the saturation function sat(δ) is defined as

sat(δ) =

{

δ if |δ| ≤ δmax

δmaxsgn(δ) if |δ| > δmax

, (6)

and δmax is the known input saturation limit. This leads to

an augmented plant dynamics given by
[

ẋp

ẋc

]

=

[

Api
0

Bc Ac

] [

xp

xc

]

+

[

Bpi

0

]

Λsat(δ) +

[

dpi

0

]

, (7)

or equivalently

ẋ = Aix+BiΛu+ di, (8)

where u = sat(δ). The overall dynamics given by (8) are

used for the adaptive control design.

In order to ensure safe adaptation, target dynamics are

specified for the adaptive controller using a reference model.

This model is selected using the baseline controller and

the plant dynamics without actuator uncertainties. Thus, the

main goal of the adaptive controller is to recover/maintain

baseline closed-loop system performance, in the presence of

uncertainties. The reference model is defined as:

ẋref = (Ai +BiKxi
)xref = Arefi

xref , (9)

where the matrices Arefi
are Hurwitz.

Using (8) and (9), an adaptive control input is added to

the baseline controller as

δad = θT
x (t)x+ θd(t) = ΘTω, (10)

where ΘT = [θT
x θT

d ] are adaptive parameters that will be

adjusted in the adaptive law given in (11) below and the

linear regressor ω = [x 1]T .

The error e between the state of the plant and that of

the reference model may be the result of a number of

factors including both parametric uncertainties and the effects

of actuator saturation. However, by exploiting our explicit

knowledge of the actuator saturation limits, we can calculate

the error due to saturation e∆ and instead only adapt to

the augmented error eu = e − e∆. This approach provides

guaranteed stability in the presence of actuator saturation

limits, as shown in [2].

The adaptive law given by [22],

θ̇ = −ΓωeTPBpsign(Λ) − θ

(

1 −
‖θ‖

θ∗max

)2

f(θ) (11)

where θ∗max is a known constant and

f(θ) =

{

1 if ‖θ‖ ≥ θ∗max

0 otherwise,
(12)

ensures guaranteed stability while providing an upper bound

on the adaptive parameters Θ. The stability analysis for this

controller is carried out by linearizing (3) about a desired

command trajectory [23].

The adaptive gains at the ith trim point Γi are selected

according to an empirical formula, which arises from in-

spection of the structure of the adaptive laws [5]. The full

inner-loop control input becomes

δ = δnom + δad. (13)

B. Simulation Results

The first step in the simulation study is to select multiple

trim points (X0i
, U0i

) so that they span the commanded

trajectory, which is a path in the space with coordinates

of altitude and speed. Instead of attempting to span the

entire flight envelope, trim points were selected along the

commanded trajectory. It was found that 10 such trim points

provided good nominal control performance during the ma-

neuver.

The next step is to simulate the PC adaptive inner-loop

controller described above in (10)-(12) with the X-15 model

and PID outer loop controller. The initial conditions for the

simulation are given by (X01
, U01

), that is, the aircraft begins

trimmed at the 1st trim point.

In the nominal case where no failures are present (Λ =
I3x3), the adaptive controller tracks the commanded tra-

jectory given by (2) with a level of performance simi-

lar to that of the MH-96 adaptive controller. The perfor-

mance of the two controllers in the failure case (Λ =
diag([1 1 0.2 1])) however, is quite different. Not only

does the adaptive controller maintain stability, as opposed to

the MH-96 controller which loses stability, the performance

in the failure case is comparable to that of the nominal case.

That is, the desired performance of the PC adaptive controller

is retained despite the severe parametric uncertainty. The

trajectories for each of these cases are shown in Figure 5.

The adaptive controller accomplishes this while at or near
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the actuator limits for significant periods of time as can be

seen in Figure 6 below.

The PC adaptive controller succeeds in stabilizing the X-

15 where the MH-96 controller failed for several reasons.

First, the PC adaptive controller includes the measurement

of more longitudinal and lateral states and accommodates

coupling between the states. Second, the adaptive controller

is designed to specifically to accommodate actuator non-

linearities in the form of saturation, as well as parametric

uncertainties corresponding to a loss of actuator effective-

ness. Lastly, the adaptive controller is built on top of a

well-designed LQ baseline controller which includes integral

action in the lateral states. In addition to these advantages,

the PC adaptive controller is based on theory, and a proof of

it’s stability can be found in [23].

IV. SUMMARY

It has been shown that an accurate model of the X-15

aircraft and the original controller performs satisfactorily

under nominal conditions. However, when subjected to a

severe disturbance, the system fails, displaying much of

the anomalous behavior observed during the crash of the

actual X-15 in 1967. When the original MH-96 controller is

replaced by the PC adaptive controller, the X-15 not only

achieves high performance in the nominal case, but also

exhibits increased robustness to uncertainties. Indeed, when

subjected to the same failure as the X-15 equipped with the

MH-96, the PC adaptive controller maintains both stability

and much of its performance, completing the maneuver

safely.

The original MH-96 adaptive flight control system accom-

plished its performance goal of providing a nearly invariant

response across all flight conditions. Furthermore, it showed

that a satisfactory adaptive control system could be designed

without necessarily having accurate a priori information

about the aircraft aerodynamics, and consequently, aircraft

configuration changes could be easily accounted for [8].

However, the MH-96 lacked an analytically based proof

of stability, which was highlighted by the fatal crash in

1967. After four decades, the theoretical ground work for

the application of stable adaptive controllers has corrected

this deficiency in the adaptive controllers of the 1960’s.
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